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Figure Radiation modifies the tumor immune microenvironment. Pertinent immunologic interactions in the untreated
tumor microenvironment are depicted in (A). The tumor microenvironment contains a network of supporting stromal
elements including several immune cell subsets. Distinct populations of myeloid-derived cells contribute to the basal
inflammatory state that drives tumor progression and angiogenesis. Initially, TAMs are recruited to the tumor
microenvironment by inflammatory signals that arise owing to tumor cell hypoxia and disruption of normal tissue
architecture. Recruitment of TAMs and MDSCs facilitates a feedforward inflammation that is propagated by cytokines
produced by these myeloid subsets. In addition, reactive oxygen and nitrogen species produced by infiltrating myeloid
populations exert suppressive effects on infiltrating tumor antigen-specific T cells by disrupting the capacity of T cells to
directly recognize antigen-bearing tumor cells through TCR-pMHC interactions (upper inset). Radiation modulates the
tumor immunemicroenvironment through events depicted in (B). Radiation alters the composition of the cellular immune
infiltrate through the induction of chemotactic signals that facilitate T cell infiltration and upregulation of adhesion
molecule expression by the tumor endothelium. T cell activation is enhanced by radiation-induced expression of
coactivating stress ligands (lower inset), and cytokines produced by infiltrating T cells reinforce recognition of tumor cells
throughupregulation ofMHC expression. Radiation-mediated tumor cell death facilitates antigen capture by local DCs and
coincident release of danger signals by dying tumor cells exerts adjuvant properties leading to DC maturation.
Subsequently, DCs migrate to the draining lymph node to induced T cell activation and expansion against acquired
tumor antigens. Direct vessel damage by radiation or radiation-induced cytokines contributes to elevated hypoxia that is
accompanied by further recruitment of myeloid cell subsets with immunosuppressive capacity. The presence and
immunosuppressive capacity ofmyeloid cells is regarded as a prominent barrier to antitumor immunity and a contributing
factor to tumor resistance, immune escape, and local failure. Abbreviations: TCR, T cell receptor; ROS, reactive oxygen
species; RNS, reactive nitrogen species; TGF-β, transforming growth factor-β; IFN-γ, interferon-γ; aa, amino acid. (Color
version of figure is available online.)
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L’EFFETTO	TERAPEUTICO		
DELLA	RADIOTERAPIA		

E’		
ALMENO	IN	PARTE		
IMMUNOMEDIATO	



Rev	in	Walle	T.	Ther	Adv	Med	Oncol	2018,	Vol.	10:	1–27		

EffeK	della	RT	sulla	risposta	immunitaria	



Rev	in	Walle	T.	Ther	Adv	Med	Oncol	2018,	Vol.	10:	1–27		

EffeK	proimmunogeni	della	RT	

Priming	of	tumor	anNgen-specific	T	cells	
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AQracNng	leukocytes	into	the	tumor	Nssue	

Rev	in	Walle	T.	Ther	Adv	Med	Oncol	2018,	Vol.	10:	1–27		
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Modifying	the	tumor	microenvironment	

Rev	in	Walle	T.	Ther	Adv	Med	Oncol	2018,	Vol.	10:	1–27		
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Increasing	tumor	cell	suscepNbility	to	
lymphocyte-mediated	cytotoxicity	

Rev	in	Walle	T.	Ther	Adv	Med	Oncol	2018,	Vol.	10:	1–27		
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TAM	–	tumor	associated	macrophages	

classically	acCvated	

alternaCvely	acCvated	



Reclutamento	dei	TAMs	nei	tumori	

I	tumori	producono:	
•  M-CSF:	regola	produzione	cell	mieloidi	nel	
midollo	e	l’a_razione	dei	M	nel	tumore	

	
•  CCL-2:	induce	chemotassi	legandosi	al	
rece_ore	CCR2	sui	M	

•  TNF-a,	IL-6,	VEGF	

Rev	in	Shi	X,	TranslaConal	Research	2018;191:64–80		
	



•  Promuovono	la	crescita	tumorale	inibendo	l’immunità	innata	ed	
ada_aCva	
PD-1/PD-L1	e	PD-L2		;		Arg-1	

•  Promuovono	l’angiogenesi	(HIF-1a)	
•  Favoriscono	l’intravasazione	delle	cell	tumorali	(èmetastasi)	

Shi X, Translational Research 2018;191:64–80  
Gordon SR , Nature 2017;545:495–9.  
Brown JM,  Clin Canc Res 2017, 23, 13: 3241-3250 
Bingle L, . J Pathol 2002, 196(3):254–65 
Wennerberg E, Front Immunol 2017, 8: 229  

Ruolo	dei	TAM	nella	crescita	e	diffusione	tumorale	

Presenza di TAM correlata spesso a prognosi peggiore nei tumori solidi (K 
mammella, ovaio, prostata, cervice) 
 
è Tuttavia per la plasticità dei macrofagi in alcuni casi (k polmone, k 
gastrico) TAM acquisiscono proprietà M1-like e correlano con prognosi 
favorevole 

+++	M2-like	



RT	e	risposta	macrofagica	

Rev	in	Shi	X,	TranslaConal	Research	2018;191:64–80		

DAMPS	

CalreCculin	
GM-CSF	



LA	RADIOTERAPIA	RECLUTA		
MACROFAGI	

SIA	M1	CHE	M2		
DALLE	CELLULE	MIELOIDI	MIDOLLARI	

Kioi M J Clin Invest 2010; 120:694-705 
Shi X, Translational Research 2018;191:64–80  



Klug	F,	Cancer	Cell	24,	589–602,	2013	
Nadella	V,	Molecular	Carcinogenesis.	2018;57:1664–1671	
Prakash	H.	Carcinogenesis,	2016,	Vol.	37,	No.	3		

LA	RADIOTERAPIA	RECLUTA		
MACROFAGI	

SIA	M1	CHE	M2		
DALLE	CELLULE	MIELOIDI	MIDOLLARI	



Tsai	CS,	IJROBP	2007,	68:499–507		

Frazionamento	e	Nmeline	

				Singola	fr	25	Gy	
–  Markers	M2	(Arg-1	e	COX-2):	édopo	24	h,		éédopo	3	gg	
–  Markers	M1	(iNOS):	édopo	3	gg	fino	a	3	se_	

				60	Gy/15	fr	
–  Markers	M2	(Arg-1	e	COX-2):	éfino	a	5	gg	dopo	IR	
–  Markers	M1	(iNOS):	édopo	15	giorni	



1)INFILTRATO	MACROFAGICO	
	-	DEPLEZIONE	MACROFAGICA	
	 	TBI	
	 	clodronato	
	-	PREVENZIONE	MIGRAZIONE	INTRATUMORE	

	
2)	POLARIZZAZIONE/ATTIVAZIONE	MACROFAGICA	

Rev in Shi X, Translational Research 2018;191:64–80  

		TARGETING	di	TAM	



Shi X, Translational Research 2018;191:64–80       Brown JM,  Clin Canc Res 2017, 23, 13: 3241-3250 



Shi X, Translational Research 2018;191:64–80       Brown JM,  Clin Canc Res 2017, 23, 13: 3241-3250 



Shi X, Translational Research 2018;191:64–80       Brown JM,  Clin Canc Res 2017, 23, 13: 3241-3250 

	 	 	 	 	Importanza	del	Cming:						
	

	 	 	 	 	i	macrofagi	infiltrano		
	 	 	 	 	il	tumore	1-3	seimane		
	 	 	 	 	dopo	l’irradiazione	

	



Il	grado	di	infiltrazione	linfocitaria		
correla	con	la	prognosi	

Rev in Demaria S, Frontiers in Oncology 2012 

TIL	–	tumor	infiltraNng	lymphocytes	



Demaria and Formenti T-cell dependent radiation response

FIGURE 1 | Ionizing radiation acts as a modifier of the tumor
microenvironment converting the tumor into an in situ vaccine.
Radiation induces an immunogenic cell death of tumor cells characterized by
calreticulin translocation to the surface of dying cells, and release of HMGB-1
and ATP. Calreticulin allows uptake of dying cells by dendritic cells via
scavenger receptor(s). HMGB-1 binds to TLR4 and promotes the
cross-presentation of tumor antigens, while ATP binds to P2X7 and triggers
the activation of the inflammasome. Activated dendritic cells migrate to the
draining lymph node, where they activate naïve T cells specific for tumor

antigens. Activated CD8 T cells acquire effector functions and traffic to the
tumor guided by radiation-induced chemokines. Tumor infiltration by CTLs is
facilitated by radiation-induced upregulation of VCAM-1 on the vascular
endothelium. Once in the tumor, CTLs interact efficiently with tumor cells
expressing increased levels of MHC-I, ICAM-1, NKG2D ligands, and Fas that
promote the formation of stable immunological synapses between targets
and effectors and facilitate the killing of tumor cells by CTLs. Tumor cells
killed by CTLs become a source of antigens for cross-presentation, thus
fueling the process.

(Formenti and Demaria, 2009). In murine models, exogenously
prepared DC injected in the tumor following radiation induced
anti-tumor immune responses (Nikitina and Gabrilovich, 2001;
Teitz-Tennenbaum et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004). These effects
were translated in the majority of patients with hepatoma and
high risk sarcoma treated in two early clinical trials (Chi et al.,
2005; Finkelstein et al., 2012). In preclinical models molecu-
lar mimics of the danger signals associated with pathogens, like
olygodeoxynucleotides containing CpG motifs that bind to TLR9,
when injected intratumorally enhanced DC activation and ability
to cross-present tumor antigens released by radiation (Milas et al.,
2004; Mason et al., 2005). A similar combination of local radio-
therapy and CpG administration was tested in 15 patients with
low-grade B-cell lymphoma, showing abscopal responses, asso-
ciated with development of tumor-specific T cells (Brody et al.,
2010). Taken together, the data support the ability of radiation to
generate an in situ vaccine: the efficacy of this approach is depen-
dent on DC fitness and can be enhanced by interventions directed
at improving DC.

A complementary strategy is based on targeting checkpoint co-
inhibitory receptors or co-stimulatory receptors expressed by T
cells with blocking or agonistic antibodies, respectively, to achieve
stronger and more sustained responses of anti-tumor T cells.
Our group tested the hypothesis that inhibiting a key checkpoint
receptor, CTLA-4, in combination with radiotherapy would

induce therapeutically effective anti-tumor responses. While
CTLA-4 is a dominant inhibitory receptor for T cells, as demon-
strated by the development of uncontrolled T cell proliferation
in mice deficient in CTLA-4 (Chambers et al., 1997), CTLA-4
blockade as monotherapy failed to induce regression of poorly
immunogenic tumors, requiring its use in combination with vac-
cination (Peggs et al., 2008). Therefore, we hypothesized that
radiotherapy would synergize with anti-CTLA-4, due to its abil-
ity to generate an in situ vaccine. This hypothesis was confirmed
in mice models of poorly immunogenic carcinomas (Demaria
et al., 2005; Dewan et al., 2009). The therapeutic efficacy of the
anti-tumor T cells activated by treatment was enhanced by other
effects of radiation such as an improved tumor infiltration by
effector T cells, confirming it’s beneficial effects at both the prim-
ing and effector phase of anti-tumor responses (Matsumura et al.,
2008). A recent case report suggests that the success of the com-
bination of local radiotherapy and anti-CTLA-4 can be translated
in melanoma patients (Postow et al., 2012), with multiple clinical
trials being conducted to confirm these results.

Targeting of other co-stimulatory or co-inhibitory receptors
expressed by T cells, CD137 and programmed death (PD)-1,
respectively, has also shown some success in combination with
radiation in mice models (Newcomb et al., 2010; Verbrugge et al.,
2012), supporting more studies to develop these strategies for
clinical use.

Frontiers in Oncology | Molecular and Cellular Oncology August 2012 | Volume 2 | Article 95 | 4

Vaccino	in	situ	

Demaria S, Frontiers in Oncology 2012 
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Vaccino	in	situ	

Demaria S, Frontiers in Oncology 2012 

Rilascio	di	DAMPs:	
CalreCculina,	HGPB1,	ATP	

Espressione	di	CXCL9-10-16	su	cell	
tumorali	
Rimodellamento	vascolare	éVCAM1	

Upregolazione	di	MHC	I,	FAS/CD95	

Bilancio	fra		
mediatori		

immunogenici		
ed	effe_ori		
anCtumorali	

A/vazione	DC	

Reclutamento		
T-Cell	

Potenziamento		
CTL	



Abscopal	effect	



EffeQo	del	frazionamento	

In	modelli	preclinici:	
6	Gy	x5	(IFN	gamma)	
8	Gy	x3	(IFN	gamma)	
	
Dose	soglia	>10-12	Gy:	effei	immunosoppressivi	
20-30	Gy	(Treg)	

Postow MA, N Engl J Med. 2012;366:925- 31. 
Hiniker SM, Transl Oncol. 2012;5:404-7. 
Golden EB, Cancer Immunol Res. 2013;1:365-72 
Claire Vanpouille-Box, Clin Cancer Res 2017. 



RT	+	immune	checkpoint	inhibitors		

CTLA4	
Rece_ore	inibitore	
upregolato		
dopo	aivazione	linf	T	
Espresso	dai	Tregs	
	
Signaling	che	sopprime	
aivazione	e	
proliferazione	linf	T	

PD1		
rece_ore	inibitore	
PDL1		
ligando	espresso	su	
APC,		
endoteliociC,	cell	
epiteliali,	cell	tumorali	

Weichselbaum RR, Nature review 2017, 14, 365 
Kang et al. Journal for ImmunoTherapy of Cancer (2016) 4:51 



•  Abscopal	effect/	miglioramento	controllo	locale	con	RT	
+	CTLA4	inh	in	numerosi	studi	preclinici	

	
+++3	x	8	Gy	abscopal	effect	

•  Studio	retrospeivo	101	pz	tra_aC	con	ipilimumab	+/-	
RT	(70)	OS	significaCvamente	>	con	RT	

Dewan	MZ,	Clin	Cancer	Res	2009;	15:	5379–88.		
Demaria	S,	Clin	Cancer	Res	2005;	11(2	Pt	1):	728–34.		
Belcaid	Z,	PLoS	One	2014;	9:	e101764.	
WuL	Oncotarget	2015;	6:	12468–80.		
Twyman-Saint	Victor	C,	Nature	2015;	520:	373–7.		
Yoshimoto	Y,	PLoS	One	2014;	9:	e92572.		
Koller	KM,	Cancer	Biol	Ther	2017;	18:	36–42.		

CTLA-4	blockade		



•  Inibizione	PD1/PD-L1	+	RT	aumenta	il	controllo	locale	e	
l’effe_o	abscopal	

	

Herter-Sprie	GS.	JCI	Insight	2016;	1:	e87415.		
Dovedi	SJ,.	Cancer	Res	2014;	74:	5458–68.	53.	Deng	L,	Liang	H,	
Burne_e	B,	J	Clin	Invest	2014;	124:	687–95.		
Zeng	J,	Int	J	Radiat	Oncol	Biol	Phys	2013;	86:	343–9	
Sharabi	AB.	Cancer	Immunol	Res	2015;	3:	345–55.		
Park	SS,	Cancer	Immunol	Res	2015;	3:	610–19.		

Inibizione	PD-1–PD-L1		



•  Inibizione	PD1/PD-L1	+	RT	aumenta	il	controllo	locale	e	
l’effe_o	abscopal	

	

Herter-Sprie	GS.	JCI	Insight	2016;	1:	e87415.		
Dovedi	SJ,.	Cancer	Res	2014;	74:	5458–68.	53.	Deng	L,	Liang	H,	
Burne_e	B,	J	Clin	Invest	2014;	124:	687–95.		
Zeng	J,	Int	J	Radiat	Oncol	Biol	Phys	2013;	86:	343–9	
Sharabi	AB.	Cancer	Immunol	Res	2015;	3:	345–55.		
Park	SS,	Cancer	Immunol	Res	2015;	3:	610–19.		
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above factors alter the relative biological effectiveness of IR 
on different cancers is needed (Fig. 4), bearing in mind that 
the radiation total or cumulative dose is in itself dependent 
on the indication, site of tumour, cancer subclassification, 
tissue/organ radiosensitivity and the patient’s performance 
status.

While the mechanism remains to be fully elucidated Flash 
RT, the use of ultra-high DR, is an interesting prospect to 
further reduce the normal tissue toxicity and maintain tissue 
function (Durante et al. 2018). Thoracic IR of mice using 
15 Gy conventional X-ray (DR 1.8 Gy/min) or 20 Gy Flash 
RT (DR > 2400 Gy/min; pulse rate < 500 ms) provided com-
parable lung tumour control, but Flash RT produced fewer 
fibrotic lesions (Favaudon et al. 2014). In a similar study, 
10 Gy murine whole brain FLASH RT (DR > 6000 Gy/min; 
pulse rate 1 µs) preserved spatial memory and hippocampal 
neurogenesis when compared to conventional RT (6 Gy/
min) (Montay-Gruel et al. 2017). The effect was absent if 
DR < 1800 Gy/min were used.

While in vitro and in vivo studies utilise the clini-
cal radiation dose/fractionation, the biological implica-
tion of DR and differences in the radiosensitivity (α/β 
ratio) of the cell line used in the research, relative to the 
patient tumour, needs to be considered. For example, 
the 1.8–2 Gy per fraction regimen was based on human 
prostate cancer cells having a low α/β ratio. Assess-
ment of 5,969 human primary prostate cancers shows 
an α = 0.009–0.061 Gy(− 1) and an α/β = 0.9 to 2.2 Gy 
(Miralbell et al. 2012), while prostate cancer cell lines 
demonstrate an α = 0.09–0.35 Gy((− 1), and the α/β = 1.09 
to 6.29 Gy (Carlson et al. 2004). If not taken into consid-
eration, the wider range of α/β ratio in cell lines may have 

a significant bearing on the interpretation of radiation-
induced modulation of the inflammatory/immune response 
and relative biological effectiveness of different regimens, 
and ultimately translation of the data to the clinical setting.

Concluding remarks

It is clear that IR initiates and modulates the inflammatory 
and immune response through a range of soluble and cell-
derived factors in the tumour microenvironment. Evident 
from this review, greater detail in the reporting of radiation 
type, dose, DR and validation strategies are appearing in 
manuscripts. However, a couple of changes could be made 
to existing strategies to provide greater understanding of 
the inflammatory and immune response to IR, which will 
have an impact on patient survival in the next 5 years.

Where feasible, serial biopsies should be included in 
clinical trials to assess not only longitudinal tumour mor-
phological characteristics (Ki67, vascularity, changes in 
subtype due to cellular changes) but also the changing 
immune response in the tumour microenvironment before, 
during and after RT with/out adjuvant therapies, to advise 
where therapeutic regimens could be improved. This will 
identify those patients who do and do not respond to a 
treatment regimen and guide the most appropriate selec-
tion of targeted therapies and immunotherapies in relevant 
patient populations.

While RT-induced immune-related adverse events are 
beyond the scope of this review, it should be mentioned that 
a body of evidence is emerging for cardiotoxicity from tho-
racic RT and combined RT with anti-PD-1 immunotherapy 
or chemotherapy regimens (Contreras et al. 2018; Du et al. 
2018) and highlights the need for greater understanding of 
the acute and long-term adverse effects of RT/immunother-
apy in both tumour and non-tumour tissue compartments. In 
the preclinical setting, the availability of preclinical irradia-
tors that utilise the clinical technology and treatment plan-
ning systems,  SARRP™ by Xstrahl LifeSciences and RAD 
SmART™ by Precision X-ray, will improve our understand-
ing of RT-induced immune-related adverse events, as well as 
the accuracy and reproducibility of RT performed but only 
if radiobiology/radiooncology principles are also applied, 
such as the radiosensitivity α/β ratio, beam arrangement, 
and tumour and target volumes.

Finally, it remains to be seen whether activation of 
bystander effects using spatially modulated fields, and/or 
harnessing the abscopal effect, are viable treatment strate-
gies. How these and different types of radiation, and com-
bined adjuvant targeted-therapy and immunotherapy influ-
ences the inflammatory and immune response needs to be 
further explored and integrated into clinical practice.

Fig. 4  Aspects of radiation delivery that modulate the inflammatory/
immune response
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